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The EcoSchools team has the good fortune of learning about many of the 

exciting initiatives being undertaken in schools across the Board. This 

guide allows us to share with you both tried and true strategies as well 

as some unique ideas that we’ve come across. For each strategy or idea 

we’ve included as many pictures as we could cram in, followed by a 

description, ideas about how you can implement them at your school, 

and links to helpful resources.  

 

So many choices! Which are best for your school? 

Different ideas in this guide will appeal to schools at different stages of 

implementing the EcoSchools program. Consider which activities will be 

the most suitable to help move your program forward. Do you need to 

maintain a focus on improving some of the look-fors? Or are you         

looking for something new to deepen your program?  

 

Many of these ideas can be implemented by students, either as part of a 

club activity, in class, or in cross-age groups that allow for mentoring 

and working together to share knowledge and build life skills. The guide 

is written in plain, approachable language—why not share this document 

with staff and students and see where they take it? People usually 

respond warmly to good ideas.   

 

We hope that you will use the ideas and practices shared here as a 

springboard to enhance your program while being mindful not to lose 

sight of the basics. Remember, if you don’t get a chance to try out every 

idea you are excited about this year, there’s always next year (or the 

year after!).  
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A display set-up in the school can act as the central hub for environmental news. Try to include vibrant 

photos and visuals made by students on the EcoTeam, both to capture attention and personalize the 

information. This is a great place to communicate your plans to the school and encourage or celebrate 

participation in campaigns. 

 

Implementation ideas 

 Create bulletin boards for different areas of the program (Leadership and Teamwork, Waste 

Minimization, Energy Conservation etc.). This is a great way to highlight key areas of action. 

 Keep your messages about initiatives and upcoming events current by regularly updating your 

bulletin boards.  

 Use your bulletin board to communicate energy walkabout and/or waste audit results. 

 Use your bulletin board to organize the EcoTeam by posting responsibilities and providing times for 

upcoming meetings. 

 Build student competence—give them the responsibility of creating and updating the bulletin boards! 

Bulletin boards 

Promoting sustainable behavior & school visit “look-for” 
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Create signage outside your school to celebrate your EcoSchools status. Outdoor signage can send a 

clear message that your school values the environment while creating a welcoming entrance to the 

school. 

 

Implementation ideas 

 Engage the students and community in creating eco-themed signage. 

 EcoTeam-art club partnerships can provide rich opportunities for development of eco-themed 

artwork. 

 Consider engaging a visiting artist to help classes collaborate in creating a larger artwork such as a 

mural or installation on an exterior school wall or door.  

 Create signs with a message that highlights school-ecosystem connections, encourages action, and/

or celebrates achievements. 

Outdoor signage 

Promoting sustainable behavior & school visit “look-for” 
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Recognizing and celebrating the work of students, classes, and teachers is a wonderful way to promote 

your EcoSchools initiatives and build team momentum. Creating an award or plaque for positive energy 

saving practises shows that green actions are not going unnoticed, provides positive reinforcement, 

nurtures student leadership, communicates environmental successes, and builds awareness of the 

program at your school.  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Present awards to a student of the month or to a classroom.  

 Get creative with the format your award takes. Certificates or a special trophy can be big motivators. 

 Make green awards a regular part of monthly assemblies. 

 Integrate green awards into character education assemblies. For example, as part of the 

“cooperation” assembly, recognize students who have led a cooperative initiative to achieve an 

EcoSchools goal. 

 Awards that tie into campaigns such as Walk to School, waste-free lunch, and recycling campaigns, 

can generate enthusiasm for your team’s initiatives. 

 Include an annual award at graduation to recognize exemplary student environmental leadership in 

your school and community. 

 Feature a page in the yearbook that recognizes staff and student eco-initiatives. 

Environmental awards 

Promoting sustainable behavior & school visit “look-for” 
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Completing a portfolio does more than showcase the work you’ve done for the EcoSchools auditor. It also 

develops the sustainability of your team. The portfolio becomes a helpful record of your projects and 

initiatives to pass on to new members.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Assign completion of different portfolio requirements to members of the EcoTeam (e.g., the students 

in charge of energy walkabouts are in charge of providing documentation for this initiative).  

 Include a role or committee on your EcoTeam whose main responsibility is to collect and organize the 

material that describes your actions for inclusion in your EcoSchools portfolio. 

 Use the Portfolio Requirements Guidebook as a checklist to track what you have already collected and 

what you still need.   

 Review your portfolio as a team at the end of the year. Highlight what has worked well and what you 

might change to prepare for the following year. 

 Prefer not to print and use paper? Not a problem. Opt in to the paperless portfolio and upload your 

supporting documents to the online application (see pp. 12-15 in the Certification Guide and Planner 

2015/16 for more details). You can store your electronic documents and photos in a folder or on a 

memory key for the auditor to review during their visit. It helps to name the documents or subfolders 

according to the portfolio requirements and sections of the program (e.g., Leadership and Teamwork, 

Waste Minimization etc.).  

Portfolio documentation 

Organizing and planning for success & school visit “look-for” 

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/Portals/0/AboutUs/Innovation/docs/2-Portfolio%20Binder%20Requirement.pdf
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Domtar Husky 100% recycled paper has a lower impact on the environment than other copy papers. 

Making the commitment to purchase Domtar Husky saves trees, conserves water, diverts waste from 

landfill, and reduces air emissions.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Reduce the overall amount of paper being used in the school and apply the savings towards the 

purchase of Domtar Husky paper to help offset its greater cost. (See the Paper Reduction page for 

ideas!) 

 Use the EcoSchools paper calculator to provide numbers for setting reduction goals that allow you to 

purchase more Domtar Husky 100% recycled paper while still staying within budget.  

 Switch more of your copying to the Riso machine to reduce costs, making room in the budget to 

purchase Domtar Husky as your photocopy paper. 

Domtar Husky 100% post-consumer recycled paper 

Performance indicators 

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/Portals/0/AboutUs/Innovation/docs/18-Copy%20Paper.pdf
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/Green%20Paper%20Calc.pdf
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Paper use represents one of the largest impacts that TDSB schools have on the environment. Reduce 

your school’s ecological footprint by encouraging staff and students to use less paper. 

 

Implementation ideas 

 Paper Caper: Invite teachers to challenge one another to use only a limited number of packages of 

paper. This action can keep interest strong all year long! Highlight and share the strategies used. 

 Use small sheets when paper notices are needed, keep electronic attendance records, communicate 

with teachers online when possible.  

 Provide GOOS (Good On One Side) boxes to collect scrap paper for re-use. Provide labelled GOOS 

bins for each classroom and common areas—the office, library, and photocopy areas. 

 Dedicate one of your photocopier trays to GOOS paper. Ask people to save GOOS paper by placing it 

in a collection box with the used side down. Then it can be easily loaded into a paper tray. Post a sign 

with clear print/copy instructions (used side down) near or on devices. 

 Post instructions for printing and copying options that use less paper including double-sided printing 

and combining more than one page on a sheet (see above). 

 Offer electronic communication as an alternative to printed letters and newsletters for families when 

possible.  

Paper reduction 

Endorsing environmental action throughout the school 

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/Bethune%20Paper%20Caper_Best%20Practice_June%2024%20edit%20320%20pm.pdf
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In schools with plenty of staff support and/or student involvement, consider dividing the team up into 

committees (one for each EcoSchools section). Students can take on the bulk of the work while the staff 

provide support. This is a wonderful way to clarify roles, share responsibilities across the team, distribute 

the work fairly, address more elements of the program, and build student leadership.   

 

Implementation ideas 

 Use the Building the Team—Questionaire (pp. 14-15) from the Certification Toolkit at the beginning of 

the year to find out more about the interests and skills of your EcoTeam members—hidden talents 

may surprise you!  

 Create committees that draw on the strengths of your staff and students and establish clear roles and 

responsibilities for committees and team members. For example, if you have some really creative 

students, form a leadership and teamwork sub-committee that will work on bulletin boards and 

communication pieces.  

 Have a smaller team? Instead of dividing the work among committees, focus on one area at a time 

throughout the year (e.g. waste in the fall, energy in the winter).  

Organization into committees  

Organizing and planning for success 

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/6-Building%20the%20Team%20-Survey%20Questionnaire.pdf
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Classroom EcoReps  

Some EcoSchools have student EcoReps in each class to complete specific eco-tasks. Actions by students 

could include energy walkabouts and/or waste monitoring, taking the recycling to a central location, 

informing classmates about upcoming events, and/or giving presentations on practices such as packing a 

waste-free lunch.  Starting an EcoRep system gives students throughout the school a chance to 

participate regardless of age, builds student leadership skills, encourages participation from teachers in 

each classroom, and promotes EcoTeam practices consistently in each grade.  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Start small. Consider giving EcoReps a single task at the start of the year and add more when 

students are comfortable with their roles and responsibilities.  

 Meet with EcoReps every few months to tally the results of any monitoring they’ve done, recognize 

them for their work, and build their sense of connection to the team.  

 Lots of students interested? Let classes rotate their student EcoReps throughout the year.  

 Have EcoReps communicate key eco-messages to their classmates (e.g., do a presentation to educate 

about the benefits of turning off lights) 

 Have EcoReps complete mini-audits in their classrooms.  

Organizing and planning for success 
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Involving classes in the EcoSchools program helps to engage a large number of students in taking 

meaningful action to address environmental issues. Class engagement can also help embed EcoSchools 

within the school culture, fostering environmental awareness and building the leadership skills that 

inspire students to take action. It can also help spread the workload. 

 

Implementation ideas  

 Select an “eco-class of the month” with responsibilities such as conducting energy walkabouts, 

recycling collection, and creating educational campaigns. Engage students by creating clear roles to 

accomplish your school’s eco-class goals. Rotate the eco-class monthly to share responsibilities and 

learning. Consider having the current eco-class train the upcoming eco-class about its responsibilities. 

Celebrate the eco-class achievements through a display or at a monthly assembly. 

 Share environmental responsibilities with the entire school. Consider asking each class or grade to 

take on a responsibility (e.g., grade 1 students conduct energy walkabouts, grade 8 students inform 

the community about the school’s eco-actions through newsletters). 

    

Classroom engagement 

Organizing and planning for success 
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Share your eco-team’s goals and successes with your school community. Keep your school community 

informed of eco-activities happening at the school and in the community. Use a variety of communication 

methods to engage more people. 

 

Implementation ideas 

 Include an eco-column in your monthly newsletter. 

 Present regular updates at your school council meetings. 

 Create an eco-page on your school’s website.  

 Include eco-related articles in your school newspaper or magazine. 

 Make regular morning announcements.  

 Consider incorporating a school-home connection in your communications. For example if a 

newsletter article is focused on the school’s energy conservation efforts, include some tips for saving 

energy at home. 

 Seek resources and volunteers for your activities by widely communicating your program needs.  

 Looking for ideas to share? Sign-up for the EcoSchools newsletter and check out our archives!  

 

School Eco-updates 

Promoting sustainable behavior  
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A strong team values each member and supports one another in achieving the team’s goals. Plan 

activities/events to help team members get to know one another and learn how to work well together. 

Keep the momentum strong from one year to the next by celebrating successes along the way and 

thinking ahead to plan transitions in membership and leadership.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Start the school year with some fun team-building games and events to build trust and cooperation 

among team members. 

 Engage new members early by partnering them with experienced members for planning and activity/

campaign execution. 

 Foster leadership skills by engaging team members in collective goal setting and ongoing planning. 

 Plan for a smooth transition in leadership from one year to the next. (e.g., create an end of year 

video to share ideas with future teams or hold elections at the end of the school year to allow 

mentorship of new team leads by current ones).   

 Connect with your feeder schools and encourage them to join the EcoTeam when they come to your 

school (e.g., display information at your school open house, visit your feeder schools or host an eco-

games day for younger students).  

 Seek representatives from each grade at your school (e.g., set up a grade 9 rep position to 

encourage participation early on)  

Planning for team succession 

Promoting sustainable behavior  
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Pairing older and younger students to complete eco-actions lets students of all ages participate, while 

building student leadership and capacity. This also builds succession into your EcoSchools program as the 
EcoTeam’s knowledge doesn’t disappear with the graduating class!  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Adapt a reading buddies program to focus on environmental issues. Even if it’s just for a month, it 

can help to build the environmental awareness of your students. For example, students could read 

and discuss books with environmental themes.  

 Have reading buddies complete exploratory tasks and/or eco-actions together. For example, search 

the school yard for different types of insects or do a litter pick-up.  

 Have eco-buddies teach each other key EcoSchools tasks, for example how to properly mulch trees.  

 Have older students plan, organize, and facilitate an eco-event with related games and activities for 

younger students. 

Learning buddies/eco-mentoring  

Promoting sustainable behavior  
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A class points system awards points based on the completion of specific tasks or challenges. Points are 

tracked throughout the year (consider starting with one term) and top classes are recognized for their 

accomplishments. Friendly competition for a good cause can broaden the participation of students 

(especially intermediate) and teachers while building school spirit and good environmental habits.  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Tasks and challenges can be really creative and at the same time help to meet your EcoTeam goals 

(students are great at brainstorming ideas!). Actions we've seen promoted through this system 

include bringing a waste-free lunch, walking to school, sorting waste properly, energy-saving 

practices, answering eco-quizzes, picking up litter, calculating carbon footprints.  

 Tracking progress during the challenges can keep students motivated.  

 Awards given out at schools have included adoption of an endangered species chosen by the class, a 

class-made banner hung in the gym (see image above), or a special lunch.  

Class points system 

Organizing and planning for success 
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Making and keeping a school “green” requires a lot of work. An EcoTeam can sometimes become bogged 

down in day-to-day tasks and forget to make it fun. Running an engaging event once in a while is a great 

way to build momentum and team spirit, promote eco-awareness, and raise the profile of the EcoTeam.  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Create an eco-themed scavenger hunt. 

 Host an Eco-carnival, ‘Green’ Halloween, Rain Forest Café, or other eco-themed celebration to 

promote your efforts. 

 Engage students or classes in an eco-themed challenge such as creating a green mascot, nature-

themed classroom door decorating, or some other project that will interest your school population.   

Raising the team’s profile through whole school engagement 

Promoting sustainable behavior  
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Team t-shirts  

Team t-shirts are a great way to build an EcoTeam’s profile and create a sense of unity among the 

members. They can even be made available to other members of the school to promote the team and 

raise money.   

 

Implementation ideas  

 Partner with the art department in your school to silk-screen your own t-shirts. 

 Re-purpose old, unused t-shirts to create the team t-shirts. 

 Hold a school-wide contest for an environmentally themed t-shirt design. To build interest in your 

EcoTeam, invite others to be part of the judging committee for the contest.    

 Purchasing new shirts? Consider how and where they were made and the materials used as part of a 

life-cycle or systems thinking exercise.  

 Order a t-shirt for your caretaker and principal as key EcoTeam ambassadors. 

Promoting sustainable behavior  
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Staff appreciation days are a wonderful way to recognize the efforts of key players throughout the 

school. This could range from free fair trade coffee for staff in the morning to caretaker appreciation days  

where students bring caretakers a special treat and thank them for their work. This is a great way to 

build support for your efforts, maintain goodwill, and recognize all the work that people do to support the 

EcoSchools program.  

 

Implementation Ideas: 

 Give staff free fair trade coffee and/or organic treats in thanks for their efforts 

 Host a thank you lunch for your caretaker and administration. This gives students an opportunity 

to ask questions and thank them for their support 

 Recognize the work of teachers in the school through monthly green teacher awards. Awards can 

recognize a variety of things from efforts to reuse items or reduce paper to making an exemplary 

ecological literacy project part of their teaching. 

 

Staff appreciation days 

Organizing and planning for success 
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Recommend that classes use fewer lights on sunny days. This encourages the use of natural light, 

conserves energy, and sets a precedent for energy-conscious behaviour in people’s homes as well. Very 

simple, very effective. 

 

Implementation ideas 

 Have a standing announcement for sunny days. For example, “Today’s nice and bright; turn off a 

light.”  

 Speak with the caretaker and principal about the feasibility of turning off hall lights in areas with 

extensive natural light (e.g., halls with windows or skylights). Alternatively some schools will turn off 

every other light in the hall if they are able (above photo).   

 
 

 

Fewer lights 

Note that the 
bank of lights near 
the window is off. 

School visit “look-for” 
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Assessing and analysing energy practices using the Energy Walkabout Worksheet is an important look-

for in the EcoSchools program and helps reduce a school’s carbon footprint while building a culture of 

energy conservation within the school. Ensuring lighting is used only when necessary, vents on walls and 

windowsills are kept clear, computers are in stand-by and electronics are turned off when not in use can 

result in huge energy savings. 

 

Implementation ideas 

 The EcoSchools Energy Walkabout Worksheet is found online at ecoschools.ca>Forms and in the 

Certification Toolkit (pp.39). Feel free to adapt this worksheet to suit the needs of your school.   

 Having classroom representatives record their own class results on a designated day can be an 

effective way to assess energy practices and build awareness.  

 Forming an ‘energy detectives’ group within the EcoTeam is another approach to conducting an 

energy walkabout. 

 

Energy walkabouts  

School visit “look-for” 
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Communicating energy walkabout results 

School visit “look-for” 
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Collecting data is one thing; doing something with it is another! Communicate the results of your energy 

walkabouts in a way that the school community can understand and respond to.  Reviewing the data and 

letting everyone know how they’re doing allows you to communicate successes and areas for 

improvement, increases the EcoTeam’s knowledge of school habits, and allows the EcoTeam to adjust its 

strategy if it isn’t working to increase overall effectiveness.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Create a hallway display that outlines everyone’s progress, congratulate people through P.A. 

announcements, give an award during an assembly, or visit classes to thank them personally.  

 Adjust your communication of the results to suit the culture of the school. EcoSchools is about 

building relationships! Schools often increase interest, participation, and get more positive results 

when they not only celebrate successes but also highlight specific opportunities for improvement. 

Depending on your school, a light-hearted, even humorous approach, can also be very effective.   
 
 

Communicating energy walkabout results 

School visit “look-for” 
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Harness the power of sunlight in a friendly competition! Channel students’ competitive spirit by holding a 

“lights-off” contest. Have reps check consistently for a period of time and give points depending on the 

number of lights off. This could also be a shorter term campaign that encourages the use of natural light 

and suggests areas for improvement.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 To keep people engaged, vary the length of your competition and give updates.  

 Include this action as part of an energy awareness and conservation campaign.  

 Get creative and reward top performing and most improved classrooms through awards such as 

sunlight certificates, an energy saver trophy, or an extra recess.  

 Consider participating in Canadian Geographic’s Classroom Energy Diet Challenge. 

Lights-off contest 

School visit “look-for” 

http://energydiet.canadiangeographic.ca/2013/main/how_it_works
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Create signage for light switches that recommends the number of lights to use, depending on the 

weather outside. Energy keys can encourage people to be more thoughtful about the energy they’re 

using, rather than just turning on all lights automatically.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Check that your sign messaging makes sense in each classroom. For example, if the room only has 

one small window it may need most of its lights on, even on a sunny day. Placing a sign here could be 

discouraging (and confusing!) rather than encouraging.  

 After you’ve created the signs and placed them in strategic places around the school, make an 

announcement or do a presentation explaining the purpose of the new signs.  

 For older grades you may just want to place a lights-off sticker around the light switch that controls 

the bank of lights near the window (image above). This type of targeted signage encourages best 

practices. Before putting stickers on the light switch panels, don’t forget to ask your caretaker if it’s 

okay! 
 

Energy key 

Reducing energy use across the whole school 
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Even after you’ve completed an energy walkabout and communicated the results you may find lights are 

still left on in certain areas of the school (staff room, photocopy room, and the gym are frequent 

culprits). Or, when conducting a walkabout you might notice that other items are often left on. For 

example, did you observe that the microwave is always on or that the copier has an unused energy saver 

mode? In these instances putting up specific, hard-to-miss signs can encourage people to save energy in 

these areas. 

 

Implementation ideas  

 Create signage that will grab people’s attention. Using humour can sometimes help.  

 Place signage near the device’s switches to encourage action. 

Targeted signage 

Reducing energy use across the whole school 
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Demonstrate your school’s commitment to reducing energy use by hosting a weekly or monthly Earth 

Hour.   

 

Implementation ideas 

 Select a consistent time of day and day of the week or month to make it easier for classes to plan for 

Earth Hour. Consider choosing a start time that will allow classes to keep their lights off beyond the 

hour.  

 Brainstorm ideas for lessons and activities connected to ecological literacy that can be done without 

using electricity, for example taking classes outside. Create and share a list. 

 Chart your energy savings during your Earth Hours and display the results. 

 Promote your ‘Earth Hours’ in morning announcements, reminding classes of upcoming dates. 

 Celebrate successes and increase event impact by encouraging teachers to showcase class work 

completed during (or about) Earth Hour. 

 Extend the impact by having classes brainstorm actions that they can take to care for the 

environment throughout the year. 

Weekly or monthly Earth Hour 

School visit “look-for” 
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Design targeted campaigns to address energy issues in your school. The issues could arise as a result of 

an energy walkabout or be based on a different question in the energy conservation EcoReview (e.g., 

phantom power). These campaigns are a great way to raise awareness, build student leadership, and 

save energy.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Campaigns can take the form of a trivia table, interactive display, day of action, and/or targeted 

signage.  

 Days of action related to energy conservation include WWF’s National Sweater Day and Earth Hour.  

 Use the Designing a Campaign and Schools Campaign Action Plan tools to help with planning your 

campaign. 

Energy awareness campaigns 

Reducing energy use across the whole school 

http://www.wwf.ca/events/sweater_day/
http://www.earthhour.org/
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/12-Desigining%20a%20Campaign.pdf
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/13-EcoSchool%20Action%20Plan.pdf
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Pairing recycling, garbage and green bins and labelling them clearly gives people the opportunity to place 

materials in the right place. Giving them options and providing information about what goes where 

greatly increases the likelihood that things will be put in the right bin. On average EcoSchools send 30% 

less waste to landfill. Placing signage above the bins can also act as a place holder, signalling to people 

where to return a bin if they move it. This practice is particularly useful if your school is used by a lot of 

outside groups.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Create informative, eye-catching signage that indicates where waste items go; e.g., place posters 

with images of cans, bottles, paper, juice boxes etc. over recycling bins. Think about commonly  

mis-sorted items from your waste audit and make sure that they are featured prominently.  

 Not sure where things go? - Check out the City of Toronto’s Waste Wizard tool. 

 Work with teachers to find a placement strategy that works for them. In some instances placing bins 

right beside each other isn’t possible, but have them close enough to each other that people can 

easily put their items in the right bin (e.g., an arm’s distance away from each other).  

 

Paired and labelled bins 

School 3Rs commitments & school visit “look-for” 

http://app.toronto.ca/wes/winfo/search.do
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Certain areas of the school commonly have more improper sorting of garbage and recyclables (e.g., the 

cafeteria or staff room). Consider creating prominent, informative signage in these areas to improve 

recycling knowledge and practice. Use the What Can Your Recycle? tool from the Certification Toolkit to 

ensure that your information is correct. (For instance did you know that used paper towels are not 

recyclable?)  

 

Implementation ideas 

 3D posters are a great way to grab people’s attention and quickly direct them to the right bin to place 

their waste.  

 Post signage directly above the paired waste , recycling and green bins to help improve sorting 

practices.  

 Create sorting stations in wide hallways or other common areas such as the school cafeteria (where 

there may be adequate space).  

 

Sorting stations with vibrant signage 

School 3Rs commitments  

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/5-What%20Can%20You%20Recycle.pdf
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Creating a waste display that includes your waste audit results and Waste Reduction Work Plan helps to 

communicate what your school is doing well and what areas need improvement.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Include lots of high-impact visuals like photos, easy-to-understand graphs, and reusable items found 

in the garbage to grab people’s attention.   

 Create a poster highlighting action items in student-friendly language to invite students and staff to 

help implement the goals of your waste reduction work plan. 

 Invite people to come and visit during your audit with an informed EcoTeam host to highlight the 

worst offenders (most mis-sorted items) and invite creative solutions.  

 Consider holding one waste audit in the fall (possibly as part of Waste Reduction Week) to develop a 

Waste Reduction Work Plan and one in the spring to see the impact of the strategies you’ve 

implemented as a result of the initial audit. 

 Refer to the Waste Audit Guide, Waste Audit “how-to” tip sheet and our Waste Audit video to get 

started!  

Waste audit display 

School visit “look-for” 

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/Waste%20Audit%20Worksheet%2011x17%20Sept%202012.doc
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/Waste%20Reduction%20Work%20Plan%2011x17%20Sept%202012.doc
http://www.wrwcanada.com/schools
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/FINAL%20Waste%20Audit%20Guide%20-%20March%2030%20(5).pdf
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/2-The%20Waste%20Audit-A%20How%20to%20tip%20sheet.pdf
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Recycling is a major way to divert waste from landfill. Creating a system for taking out recycling 

throughout the school promotes recycling and ensures that it is taken out consistently. 

 

Implementation ideas 

 Work with the caretaker to develop a system that works for all parties in the school.  

 Create a student recycling team or assign classroom representatives to take on the responsibility.   

 Establish a consistent recycling day of the week that is communicated to all. 

 Consider having the recycling team come up with its own creative and fun name. Don’t forget to 

recognize and thank the members for their work. 

 If done during lunch or after school, students can earn volunteer hours for transporting the recycling 

to a central location. 

 While collecting recycling, students can check for improper sorting to determine any problem areas 

that may need to be addressed. Not sure what can be recycled? Use the What Can You Recycle? tool 
or the City of Toronto’s Waste Wizard tool.  

 Survey the school to see if classes, lunchrooms, or offices are in need of extra recycling bins. If so, 

see the Recycling Boxes and Lids tool for details on how to order bins. 

Organization of recycling collection 

School 3Rs commitments  

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/5-What%20Can%20You%20Recycle.pdf
http://app.toronto.ca/wes/winfo/search.do
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/7-Recycling%20Boxes%20and%20Lids%20for%20Classroom%20and%20Offices.pdf
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Have students monitor the garbage for recyclables and/or the recycling for garbage. Not only can this 

reduce the amount of cross-contamination in your waste but it can nurture student leadership. Waste 

monitoring also provides the EcoTeam with information to celebrate successes and address areas for 

improvement.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Having classroom representatives record their class results can be an effective way to monitor waste 

in different areas of the school.  

 Have your waste monitors give classrooms waste tickets with descriptive feedback on their waste 

sorting errors as well as recognition for their efforts.   

 Include waste monitoring in a classroom eco-audit conducted by EcoTeam students. 

 Establish regular student lunch room monitors to educate students about how to sort waste correctly 

during lunch hour. Be sure your monitor training includes tactful ways to interact with fellow students 

as well as correct sorting practices.   

 Run a waste monitoring campaign to raise awareness and teach proper waste sorting practices. Follow 

up periodically throughout the year to make sure you are still on track. 

Waste monitoring  

School 3Rs commitments  
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Promoting waste-free lunches is a long term initiative that can greatly reduce a school’s waste over time. 

Benefits of running a waste-free lunch campaign include less waste going to landfill, an increased 

awareness of waste production, and leadership opportunities for the students.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Communicating with parents is a key part of implementing waste-free lunch campaigns. Consider 

making a presentation to the school council, creating a prominent display, including information in 

the school newsletter, and/or sending small notes home via students’ lunch bags. 

 Waste audits can be a great tool for underlining the necessity for a waste-free lunch program as 

people come face-to-face with the reality of lunchtime waste production.  

 First time trying waste-free lunches? Consider running a waste free lunch week to gauge people’s 

response, then move to a more expansive campaign that addresses any concerns. 

 Don’t forget to make it fun! Think of ways to monitor student participation and recognize/reward 

students for making the switch.  

 Make the connection between healthy eating and waste-free lunches. There’s a strong correlation 

between junk food and packaging so a waste-free lunch is often healthier.  

 In elementary schools, speak with parents about portion size and the importance of finding out what 

their children like to eat so food doesn’t go to waste. 

Waste-free lunches  

School 3Rs commitments  

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/11-Waste%20Free%20Lunches.pdf
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/Waste-free%20lunches%20&%20Recipe%20for%20a%20Waste-free%20Lunch.pdf
http://www.wastefreelunch.com/
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Many schools and communities see bottled water as the norm and don’t consider its environmental 

impacts—from the use of fossil fuels for transportation and the production (or recycling) of plastic to the 

diversion of community water sources and the impact on landfills. Promoting the use of reusable water 

bottles helps reduce the school’s environmental impact, raises awareness about the quality (and 

affordability!) of Toronto’s tap water, cuts down on the amount of waste in the school, and can build the 

profile of the EcoTeam.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Promote the use of reusable water bottles at your school by selling them. Think about getting bottles 

with your school logo printed on them with space for students to write their name.  

 Give reusable water bottles out as prizes.  

 Educate people about the environmental impact of bottled water and the high quality of our tap 

water—create bottled water monster sculptures or posters that promote reusable bottles. 

 Host a water taste test challenge. 

 Speak with administration about the possibility of increasing the grade nine student fee so they all 

receive a reusable water bottle when they enter the school. 

 Get bottled water taken out of vending machines and the cafeteria. 

 Ensure that all of the school’s water fountains are functional. Explore the possibility of installing a 

water bottle refilling station. 

 Connect with a local business and ask for an in-kind donation of reusable water bottles.  

 

Reusable water bottles 

School 3Rs commitments  

http://www.insidethebottle.org
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Having reusable dishes available within the school is a long term approach to waste reduction that 

demonstrates the school’s commitment to environmental practices.  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Have a ‘reusable dishes’ kit available for classroom use and school community events.   

 Collect dishes for the staff room. 

 Keep a jug of tap water in the staffroom fridge to discourage the use of water bottles. 

 Work as a staff to develop and implement kitchen routines to ensure that dishes don’t pile up.  

 Look into the possibility of regularly using reusable dishes in kindergarten classrooms or the child 

care centre.  

Reusable dishes 

School 3Rs commitments  
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Set up a table in the school to collect miscellaneous items like light bulbs, ink cartridges, cell phones, 

corks, and eyeglasses, that can be reused or recycled but are not included in regular recycling collection. 

This creates a visual eco-area in the school, promotes the proper disposal of objects in the community, 

and diverts useful items from landfill. A recycling centre also encourages people to stop and think about 

where their waste goes.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Choose the size of your recycling centre based on what you’re interested in and able to collect, and 

space available.  

 Clearly label the collection bins. 

 Plan what you will do with the collected items. Will any of the items be re-used at school or in the 

local community? Intermediate and senior students could be encouraged to use a systems thinking 

approach to investigate and compare the environmental/social benefits and costs of collecting and 

recycling/reusing an item—from drop-off until reuse.   

 Consider posting information about what you will be collecting, and why and how it will be recycled. 

 Tell the community about the quantity of items collected and the benefits of doing so. 

Recycling centre 

School 3Rs commitments  

http://www.torontozoo.com/conservation/PhoneApes.asp
http://www.davidsuzuki.org/what-you-can-do/queen-of-green/faqs/recycling/how-to-recycle-old-eye-glasses/?gclid=CIPJ666x3LgCFZE7MgodYH0A7w
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Creating an ‘Arts Junktion’ area to collect craft supplies presents an alternative option to throwing things 

away while providing free resources and supplies to classrooms and teachers. 

 

Implementation ideas 

 Collect items such as binders, pens, notebooks, books, magazines, and craft supplies. Locker clean-

outs are a great time to collect items like binders, pens, and pencils.  

 Set up your ‘Arts Junktion’ for craft supplies in an underused area of the school. 

 Clearly label bins/shelves to help keep the area organized. EcoTeam members could visit the space 

once every month or two to ensure that it stays tidy.  

 Put up a sheet where teachers can list items that they’d like to have in the area—consider setting up 

new collection bins as the need arises.  

 Put a notice in a newsletter when looking for specific materials for a particular project or visit the 

TDSB’s ARTSJUNKTION depot.  

 

School-based ‘Arts Junktion’ 

Katratzi 

TDSB 3Rs commitments  

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/22-Locker%20Clean-Out.pdf
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/22-Locker%20Clean-Out.pdf
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/21-ArtsJunction.pdf
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Whether it is coffee cups going into the recycling bin or straws not being separated from juice boxes, it 

helps to have a targeted campaign to resolve the issue. Developing campaigns to address a specific 

problem is a wonderful way to nurture student leadership, communicate successes and areas for 

improvement, and address concerns directly.  

 

Implementation Ideas 

 Waste audits are a great way to uncover specific waste issues for a targeted campaign.  

 Focus on issues that are relevant to your school community. 

 Humour can be a great way to draw attention to your message. 

 Consider rotating campaigns to address a number of issues as the school year progresses. 

 Use the Designing a Campaign and Schools Campaign Action Plan tools to help with planning your 

campaign. 

 

 

Targeted campaigns 

School 3Rs commitments  

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/12-Desigining%20a%20Campaign.pdf
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/13-EcoSchool%20Action%20Plan.pdf
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When it comes to waste, people often stop thinking about it as soon as it’s thrown in a bin. A 

decomposition timeline display can deepen students understanding of what happens to their waste and 

the implication of their choices, convey a fundamental concept of how nature works, and develop 

students’ system thinking skills.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 After a school yard or community clean-up have students choose an item of waste and line up 

according to how long they think the item will take to biodegrade. Use the Trash Timeline lesson (by 

Friends of the Dunes) as a resource with ideas for follow-up discussion.   

 Have the EcoTeam create a large scale display in a prominent area. Near the lunch room or cafeteria 

is often good as most school waste is produced here.  

 Make a decomposition garden to build knowledge for a decomposition timeline. Have students pick an 

item to bury in the ground. Unearth items once a week and take photographs as items decay. These 

results and outside research can be used to create your timeline.  

Decomposition timeline 

School 3Rs commitments  

http://www.friendsofthedunes.org/programs/education/teacher-resources/activities/supplemental/Trash_Timeline.pdf
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Organics can make up to 40% of a schools’ waste. Participating in the City’s Green Bin Program is a great 

way to divert this waste from the landfill so that it can be converted into useful compost. In 2013, the 

City of Toronto made green bin services available to TDSB schools and in 2015, the Green Bin Program 

was rolled out to all TDSB schools, on City Pick-up. 

 

Starting a green bin program is similar to starting a recycling program; it requires leadership, whole 

school support and clear communication. For details on how to implement the Green Bin Program at your 

school check out the EcoSchools green bin video and The Green Bin: A How-to Guide 

 

Implementation ideas 

 Work in partnership with the caretaker to create green bin stations in key areas around the school to 

allow for easy drop-off.  

 Consider starting small—establish an effective green bin system in one area of the school (e.g., 

lunchroom/cafeteria) before expanding it to other areas of the school.  

 Start a green bin collection team to ensure that bins are emptied regularly. 

 Involve the daycare in the program. One benefit of the green bin is that it accepts diapers!  

 Have strategies for keeping the green bins clean, e.g., keep bin liners and a vinegar spray bottle next 

to green bin drop off stations.  

 Hold class visits, assemblies or whole school presentations to teach people what belongs in the green 

bin.  

Green bin program 

School 3Rs commitments  
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Green Bin Program continued 

School 3Rs commitments  



3.0 

Vibrant School Grounds 
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Taking care of your trees is an important part of the EcoSchools program and can help to engage both 

the school and the outside community in your program. Mulch provides protection for trees from 

potential damage caused by mowing or trampling and helps to retain the soil’s moisture over the warmer 

and drier summer months.  

 

It is important to spread a thick (about 6”), wide layer of mulch in the shape of a donut around the tree 

(as pictured above). Make sure that the mulch does not touch the tree trunk as the moisture can damage 

the trunk (avoid making ‘volcanos’ of mulch).  Refer to the Mulch is Magic tool in the Certification Toolkit 

(p.91). 

 

Implementation ideas  

 Establish a mulching team. 

 Hold a mulch-relay (classes sign up to do their own section of the school grounds). 

 Hold a community mulch event, complete with other greening activities.  

 Incorporate mulch into a math lesson by having students calculate the amount of mulch needed per 

tree. When the mulch arrives, get students to help spread it.  

Mulching trees 

Stewardship of the school grounds & school visit “look-for” 
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When a tree is newly planted it is important to ensure it has enough water to get established. How much 

is enough? New trees need 30 gallons of water every week from May to August and 30 gallons every two 

weeks from September to mid-October for the first two to three years after planting.  

 

The bucket watering method is a great way to ensure that your trees have a healthy start. All you need 

are 5-gallon buckets with holes drilled in the bottom, water access, and a hose. For a grove of 10 trees, 

start with 10 buckets. Place 1 bucket at the drip-line of each tree (see above). Fill each bucket with water 

using a hose (as you fill it, water will seep through). Continue to fill the buckets at each tree. When you 

have finished filling the last bucket, return to the first tree and move its bucket one third of the way 

around the same tree and fill it up again. Repeat with the other buckets. Repeat the process for a third 

(and last!) time, again moving the pails one third of the way around the trees and filling them up. Each 

time you water this way, the tree gets 15 gallons of water. Using this method, you’ll need to water your 

trees twice a week May to August and once a week from September to mid-October. 

 

Implementation Ideas:  

 Caretakers can provide 5-gallon empty containers from cleaning products.  Be sure to clean them 

thoroughly before you use them. 

 You will need one 5-gallon pail for each tree. Ask your caretaker or a parent volunteer to drill 1 to 2  

1/4” holes in the bottom of the pails to slow the flow (see above for size).  

 For summer watering create a stewardship plan and work with community members and/or an onsite 

daycare to spread the workload. Speak with the caretaker to ensure easy water access.  

 

Bucket watering method 

Stewardship of the school grounds 

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/19-The%20Bucket%20Watering%20Method%20for%20Trees%20in%20a%20Grove.pdf
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Invasive plants are non-native species that out-compete native plants and often dominate in natural 

areas. Many parks and natural areas have invasive plants in such abundance that native plant diversity 

has been reduced, wildlife habitat affected, and ecosystem dynamics altered. They include plants such as 

Dog Strangling Vine, Garlic Mustard, Norway Maples, and White Mulberry trees. Through education and 

action schools can help reduce the spread of invasive species.  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Build teacher, student, and community knowledge about invasive plants. As a good starting point 

read Invasive Plant Species: Stop the Spread! in the EcoSchools Certification Toolkit.  

 Educate community members, make invasive species ‘most-wanted’ posters, place an invasive 

species bouquet in the office, and/or make identification frames for students (picture above).  

 When you find invasive plants, do what you can to take them out, including cutting, pulling, digging, 

girdling, solarizing and/or removing seed heads. 

 Keep composted weeds in hot sun to kill seeds. If you don’t, the seeds may sprout again! 

 Replant native species, plant the right plants for the right spot (have students research options), and 

use lots of mulch around your new plantings to keep down invasive plants.  

Invasive plant identification and removal 

Stewardship of the school grounds & school visit “look-for” 

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/Invasive%20Plant%20Species_Stop%20the%20Spread!.pdf
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Involving the whole school community in caring for the grounds is an effective way to build school 

community throughout the year. Students can learn that however big or small an outdoor space, they 

can be responsible for the care and management of that resource. By providing regular maintenance you 

can help plants survive the dry summer months, take out weeds to ensure that the planted garden 

thrives, and give new trees a healthy start.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Start a school garden club or EcoTeam sub-committee that focuses on engaging school members in 

caring for the school grounds. 

 Have seasonal community clean-ups, get classes to sign up for different gardening duties (make sure 

gardening tools are easily accessible), and/or ask classes to start and care for seedlings in the spring.  

 Over the summer seek out community volunteers. Many schools have found success by asking 

families to sign up for a specific week. With just a few families you can cover the whole summer.   

Long-term stewardship plans  

Stewardship of the school grounds 
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Having a set of tools available to the EcoTeam, gardening groups, and/or classes is a great way to 

support the stewardship of your schools grounds. Tools can include hoses (5/8”), hose nozzles (you may 

choose to obtain a hose wheel to allow for easier watering), shovels, trowels, rakes, and wheelbarrows. 

Make arrangements with your caretaker for access to the special outdoor water outlet key. 

 

Implementation ideas  

 Ask before you buy! Put a call out for tools in a school newsletter: be specific to ensure that you get 

what you need.  

 Approach a local business and ask for an in-kind donation. Many are happy to support schools in 

exchange for recognition in a school newsletter.  

 For easy access, store your tools in a common area in the school, caretaker’s shed, day care or 

kindergarten shed, or locked box attached to the school fence.  

 Remember to plan ahead for water and tool access in off-hours.  

School gardening tools 

Stewardship of the school grounds 
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Create signage to label the trees, shrubs, and gardens on the school grounds. This practice can stimulate 

a student’s curiosity about nature while providing a means to easily identify trees and plants. Labelling 

plants, gardens, and nature study areas also identifies them as important, helping to build respect for 

the school grounds. 

 

Implementation ideas  

 Have students research and identify the trees, shrubs, and flowers found on your school grounds.  

 Guide students in making and painting their own signs. 

 Incorporate identification and signage into a unit about plants. 

 Use the fence as a backdrop for a variety of painted signs.  

School ground signage 

Creating and expanding school ground greening projects 

http://www.ontariotrees.com/
http://ontariowildflowers.com/index.php
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The school grounds provide many different spaces for art. Engaging students in the process provides a 

perfect opportunity to enhance the grounds while fostering student creativity and learning. 

 

Implementation ideas  

 Affix student art to fences.  

 Affix murals painted on wood to the school building walls. 

 Paint murals on exterior doors. 

 Use a stretch of asphalt as a canvas for painting. 

 Attach black painted plywood to storage units and use as a large chalk board. 

Outdoor art 

Creating and expanding school ground greening projects 
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Nature Study Areas are wonderful examples of the ecologically-rich environments that we can develop on 

school grounds. By the simple act of not mowing, these areas are developing into outdoor ‘labs’ for the 

study of ecological succession, ecosystems, food webs, and plant reproduction. They are also a source of 

inspiration for art, music, and writing. Projects such as these have no start-up costs and require little to 

no management outside of regular litter pick-ups.  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Have students survey the school grounds to determine the best location for a Nature Study Area. 

 Clearly stake the boundary of the area in early spring before the grounds crew begins to mow. Use 2-

foot long, 2”x2” wooden pegs. Have students paint the pegs to make them pop out and add colour to 

the school ground.  

 Ensure that your principal has notified the Grounds Team Leader that this area is not to be mowed. 

 Permanent signage is available through the EcoSchools department. These signs communicate the 

intent of the project to neighbours and the community.  

 Long grass can trap litter. Hold regular (e.g., weekly) litter clean-up to keep the area clean.  

 Use the space to plant small tree seedlings that would not usually survive on school grounds. 

Nature Study Areas 

Creating and expanding school ground greening projects 

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/17-Nature%20Study%20Area.pdf
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Courtyards provide an enclosed, protected space where students can learn, play, snack, and have a quiet 

place to rest. 

 

Implementation ideas  

 Food gardens can be established in a courtyard once a maintenance schedule is created to ensure 

that the gardens are cared for during the summer months. 

 Find places for stones, benches, or picnic tables to create seating for outdoor classrooms. 

 Display art work in the courtyard and put on an art show. 

 Theatre and musical productions can be held in courtyards with chairs being brought in for seating. 

 

  

Courtyard revitalization 

Creating and expanding school ground greening projects 
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Establishing a small food garden has many benefits—it is a wonderful starting point for student inquiry, a 

source for snacks and even food donations, a hub for volunteers, students and staff, and an inspiration 

for special events. Some of the most popular and successful choices are potatoes, carrots, beans, 

tomatoes, sunflowers, beets, and herbs.  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Starting small is the best way to build interest over time and ensure that food-growing projects 

thrive. Plan ahead! Before putting the plants in the ground, develop a summer maintenance plan, and 

consider when plants will be ready for harvest.   

 Plants can be started in the classroom and transferred to a school garden or taken home to grow on 

balconies or be planted in home food gardens. 

 Schools vary in how they use the garden: some assign responsibility to classes or a gardening group 

while others create a garden specifically for culinary classes. 

 It’s all about making connections! See how you can connect your project to community groups, the 

curriculum, cafeteria/snack programs, students, and/or other school projects. 

 The School Food Gardens and Vegetable Seed Planting Table tools in the Certification Toolkit provide 

helpful information for planning a successful food garden initiative. 

Food gardens 

Creating and expanding school ground greening projects 

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/11-School%20Food%20Gardens.pdf
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/12-Vegetable%20Seed%20Planting%20Table.pdf
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Students, staff, and caregivers can sit on stones, chess rocks, benches, and logs to learn, listen, watch, 

read, or ponder. Seating provides school community members with an opportunity to rest and enjoy the 

grounds. 

 

Implementation ideas   

 Use the Road Map: New School Ground Greening Projects tool as a starting point. 

 Start small! Don’t get discouraged if you can’t afford to place lots of seating on the grounds at one 

time. Even adding a few rocks for sitting in the shade creates a special place for students.   

 Place stones or benches, 2 metres from trees and fences to provide shaded seating. 

 Consider installing seating near the play field and play equipment to provide spectators with a 

comfortable way to watch students at play. 

 Place 2-3 rocks together to provide seating for students in small groups.  

Seating 

Evergreen 

Creating and expanding school ground greening projects 
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Outdoor classrooms provide students with a healthy and safe place to play, learn, and develop a genuine 

respect for nature and each other. They’re also a great way to support teachers in taking their students 

outside. Creating an outdoor classroom is a large scale project that takes significant funding and many 

years from conception to implementation. 

 

Implementation ideas  

 Set up a Design Consultation with the EcoSchools School Ground Design Consultant for advice and 

next steps.  

 Engage community members (including students) in the initial brainstorming process. What type of 

space would meet your school’s needs? Do you need a stone circle or would something else serve the 

same purpose? Where would you like it to go? Consider how people will use the space. 

 Think about the kinds of hands-on experiences you would want the space to make possible—for 

example, exploring habitats and/or opportunities for purposeful active learning. 

 Create a strong base of volunteers to help with the project, including a fundraising group.  

 Consider breaking your project into phases so that it’s more attainable.  

Outdoor classroom 

Creating and expanding school ground greening projects 

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/9-Design%20Consultation%20Process.pdf
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Well-designed full day kindergarten play-learning environments can provide students with a broad range 

of physical, cognitive, social, and emotional opportunities. For details on what these play-learning spaces 

can include see the second edition of the Evergreen-TDSB resource Landscape and Child Development: A 

Design Guide for Early Years--Kindergarten Play-Learning Environments. 

 

Implementation ideas  

 Survey the FDK outdoor play environments. Do they offer a variety of play and learning experiences? 

Are these spaces in full sun? Are there places for young students to sit? Don’t forget to think about 

the potential of using the trees and shrubs to provide shade.  

 Work with the EcoSchools School Ground Design Consultant to design an area that provides shelter 

from the sun and a rich diversity of opportunities for kindergarten students. 

Full Day Kindergarten Play–Learning Environments 

Creating and expanding school ground greening projects 

http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/Landscape%20and%20Child%20Development%202nd%20edition%202013_web%5b1%5d.pdf
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/Landscape%20and%20Child%20Development%202nd%20edition%202013_web%5b1%5d.pdf
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Many adults prefer to do without sand altogether because they feel it’s too messy. But if you watch a 

group of children in a sand pile, you’ll see its play value. Besides soothing emotions and providing rich, 

tactile experiences, it is a vital “loose part” that fosters construction play, dramatic play, social 

interactions, and experimentation with physical properties. (from: Landscape and Child Development: A 

Design Guide for Early Years-Kindergarten Play Learning Environments)  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Read “Making the Most of Sand Play” to learn more about the value of sand play in early childhood 

development and learning.  

 Is there a location for a sand play area away from the school building, catch basins, and corners? 

 Can the area for sand play be extended? Edging around sand can be flat-topped logs, armour stone, 

flat-topped boulders, cedar timbers, or a rolled asphalt edge.  

 If a small sandbox is necessary then it must be covered with a breathable mesh netting material that 

allows air to circulate and sun to penetrate in order for the sand to dry out after water play or rain. 

 Incorporating a regular sand shake-out routine at the door can make sand-play friendly for all. 

Sand Play 

Creating and expanding school ground greening projects 

http://www.earlychildhoodnews.com/earlychildhood/article_view.aspx?ArticleID=62
http://www.earlychildhoodnews.com/earlychildhood/article_view.aspx?ArticleID=62
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Asphalt is an important part of the school ground that often lacks proper shade, creating a hot play space 

on sunny days where students have no protection. Planting trees in asphalt can provide much needed 

shade to these play areas while also having the potential to shade and cool classrooms. The permeable 

pavers placed around trees have the added bonus of directing surface water to the trees, soil, and 

groundwater, diverting stormwater from flowing directly into the City’s catch basins.  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Examine the asphalt play areas in your school. Are they in full sun while students are playing? Would 

they benefit from trees? Don’t forget to think about the potential of using the trees to shade the 

school building.  

 Work with the EcoSchools School Ground Design Consultant to build a plan for planting trees in 

asphalt.  

 Use the space as a starting point to teach students about where water flows in the city.  

Planting trees in asphalt 

Creating and expanding school ground greening projects 
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Collecting ecoliteracy examples  

Collecting evidence of ecoliteracy can be a challenge. Ask teachers to support the EcoTeam by submitting 

examples of their students’ work with a completed Ecoliteracy Checklist form. Make it easy for teachers 

to submit their samples by creating a drop-off collection area. If this location is set up all year long in the 

staff room or some other central location, it can serve as a reminder. While you only need 5-10 examples 

for your portfolio binder you may want to put out feelers to lots of people to ensure that you get a range 

of examples (e.g., not just grade 2 work). 

 

Implementation ideas 

 Some teams have had great success when their principal invites teachers to submit their best 

example of ecoliteracy.  

 Have a collection box, folder, or binder in the staff room.  

 Post an ‘ecoliteracy’ folder on your school’s shared drive. 

 Make the Ecoliteracy Checklist form (go to ecoschools.ca>Forms>section 4 of the Certification 

Toolkit) readily available to teachers throughout the year so you’re not scrambling to get them 

completed the day before the audit.  

 Create an ecoliteracy display in the hallway where teachers from different grades/departments can 

post samples of student work to highlight their learning.  

 Ask teachers to bring samples to staff meetings. 

 

 

 

School visit “look-for” 
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Exploring the community allows students to build a geographical sense of the neighbourhood and gain 

comfort in exploring it. It’s also a fantastic way to investigate ideas and concepts being addressed in the 

classroom, whether you’re having students collect data on trees, think about animal habitats, follow the 

flow of water, or search out different types of structures. By getting students active and out in their 

environment you can help them build a deeper understanding of their connections to and interactions 

with the environment.  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Encourage classes to go outside regularly for a community walk. Some schools select a common day 

or week for whole school participation.  

 Select a theme or topic for all classes to explore.  

 Interpret the walk theme through a variety of lenses (e.g., art activity, writing, science activity, data 

management). 

 Encourage classes to connect the focus/theme of the walk to their own classroom learning.  

 Display follow-up work in the hallway so that students and teachers can see what other classes have 

discovered on their walk.  

Community walks  

Planning collaboratively & school visit “look-for” 
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Instead of an open topic science fair, why not hold an eco-themed science fair to uncover and explore 

issues about the environment?  This develops systems thinking and inquiry skills, and develops students’ 

knowledge of the environment. A school wide science fair also gives evidence of whole school planning 

and is a great chance to collect examples of student work that you may want to highlight in the portfolio 

binder.  

 

Implementation Ideas: 

 Students can research and present ideas about topics such as climate change, the effects of 

chemicals on ecosystems, lifecycles of products, and biodegradable claims. 

 Have younger grades complete a classroom based display rather than independent projects so they’re 

also able to participate.  

 Encourage students to investigate and incorporate a local action component (individual, school or 

community) into their projects. Action helps build hope and a sense of empowerment. 

 Create a simple press release and invite local media to attend the event 

 Open the event up to the community in the day or evening to celebrate student work and create a 

broader awareness of environmental issues.  

 

Eco-themed science fair  

Planning collaboratively & school visit “look-for” 
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Select an environmental topic for your literacy pathway. This choice allows students to practice their 

systems thinking and learn how nature works while they are developing their literacy skills. A division or 

school-wide literacy pathway also provides evidence of team planning and an opportunity to collect 

student work for your EcoSchools portfolio.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Collaborate as a division or whole school. 

 Take an interdisciplinary approach and search out environmentally-themed books that address 

another subject area such as science or social studies. 

 Work with your librarian to develop a collection of environmentally-themed books that can be used to 

address the literacy skills being addressed.  

  

Literacy pathway with eco-lens  

Planning collaboratively & school visit “look-for” 
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The school librarian has the opportunity to work with all of the students in the school. Build a partnership 

with your librarian to engage students throughout the school in eco-based learning.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Select an environmental theme periodically throughout the year or during a given month. 

 Create a display of eco-books to encourage the interest of teachers and students.  

 Organize eco-themed book bags that can be rotated among the classes. 

 Integrate the environment into media literacy lessons/units. 

Librarian connections 

Planning collaboratively & school visit “look-for” 
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Collaboration among departments 

Collaborate among departments to integrate ecoliteracy into several subject areas, allowing students to 

see how learning can be connected across different subjects. The degree of collaboration can vary greatly 

from school to school. Start small with just a few teachers working together and supporting each other in 

infusing environmental topics and ideas into their courses.   

 

Implementation ideas 

 Develop cross-curricular lessons/units (e.g., see climate change cross-curricular goals above). 

 Meet regularly to share successes and challenges.  

 Invite guest speakers to present to your group or go on an eco-outing as a source of inspiration.  

 Create a Position of Responsibility (POR) that supports teachers in integrating environmental 

thinking into their teaching.  

 

Planning collaboratively & school visit “look-for” 
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A whole school theme is an initiative or challenge that asks members throughout the school to participate 

in integrating a common goal into their teaching. This strategy can engage and build the school 

community, often creating a sense of shared accomplishment. Benefits can include an enhanced sense of 

teamwork, a showcase of the environmental program throughout the school (a great example of 

collaborative planning and organization in the school for the portfolio binder), and students highly 

engaged in environmental learning.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Host a school-wide challenge for classes to create an informative display about the topic selected. For 

example, have classes decorate their doors and give awards for things such as the most informative, 

creative, and best use of reusable materials in each division.  

 Choose a common topic, for example oceans. Have each class create items or conduct research (e.g., 

different types of ocean plants, fish, animals etc.). Combine their work to create a community mural 

so that all students will be able to see a part of their work in the art piece. It can also be an engaging 

and informative display for community members.   

 Some elementary EcoTeams have had success by planning ahead with divisional leads to choose a 

common environmental theme for each month. Teachers are invited to develop curricular connections 

for a lesson or unit related to the theme and to display any theme-related student artwork; multi-

class displays can highlight connections across subject areas. 

Whole school topics 

Planning collaboratively & school visit “look-for” 
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Promote environmental learning and build capacity by creating opportunities for professional 

development in this area. By engaging staff in discussions about environmental education, teachers can 

share their ideas and best practices and continue to learn new strategies. You may wish to do this as a 

whole school or in smaller groups. 
 

Implementation ideas 

 Create an eco-focused Professional Learning Community (PLC). 

 Select an environmental education professional resource to explore in a teacher’s book club. 

 Host a lunch-and-learn session about environmental learning strategies. 

 Explore ways to connect division– or school-wide priority areas (e.g., inquiry-based learning, literacy) 

to environmental topics or themes.  

 Organize an outdoor tour to examine the learning opportunities on your school grounds. 

 Coordinate a Family of Schools (FOS) meeting to share ideas. 

 Create and share integrated or cross-departmental lesson plans. 

 Create a resource binder of eco-lesson plans and keep in a well publicized location. 

 Inform your staff about workshops with a focus on environmental education or bring in an expert for 

a PD session. The Council of Outdoor Educators of Ontario and Ontario Association for Geographic and 

Environmental Education and the Environmental Teachers of Toronto Environmental Committee are 

groups dedicated to furthering environmental education. 

 Explore strategies such as inquiry-based learning to enhance environmental knowledge.  

Staff development 

Planning collaboratively & school visit “look-for” 

http://www.coeo.org/
Ontario%20Association%20for%20Geographic%20and%20Environmental%20Education
Ontario%20Association%20for%20Geographic%20and%20Environmental%20Education
http://www.ett.ca/committees/environmental/
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Making ecological literacy resources available to teachers can build their knowledge of environmental 

issues and support integration of ecological literacy into their day-to-day teaching.   

 

Implementation ideas 

 Create an environmental resource centre with tools, books, and lesson for everyone to share. 

 Put together a resource guide with ideas for using your school grounds for learning. 

 Create an eco-kit that classes can borrow (fill it with books, identification guides, and a class set of 

useful exploration tools such as magnifying glasses). 

 Create an eco-news bulletin board where people can post articles about the environment, keeping 

teachers up-to-date on issues and providing them with content that they can take into the classroom. 

 Visit ecoschools.ca>Resources and Guides for additional resources 

 Sign up for the EcoSchools newsletter at ecoschools.ca>Newsletter 

 Check out Ontario EcoSchools’ website (ontarioecoschools.org) for curriculum resources, 

environmental organization resources, and environmental education videos.  

Teacher resources 

Planning collaboratively & school visit “look-for” 

http://ontarioecoschools.org/curriculum_resources/index.html
http://ontarioecoschools.org/forms&resources/ee_resources.html
http://ontarioecoschools.org/forms&resources/ee_videos.html
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Take your students outside to explore and learn on your school grounds. This provides an opportunity for 

hands-on learning and a change of pace from the indoor classroom without needing to order a school 

bus! You can find ways to explore every subject area on your school grounds. The options in the outdoor 

classroom are as boundless as your imagination. 

 

Implementation ideas  

 Tips for teaching outdoors: Establish your expectations about behaviour and conduct. Face the sun 

when speaking so that the sun is not in students’ eyes. Keep the students in close proximity when 

you are speaking. Allow students to share their personal experiences in the outdoors. Follow up with 

thorough discussion.  

 Have a regular time set for outdoor learning. The more you take them out, the more comfortable you 

all become.  

 Explore and/or compare natural and human-made colours, lines, textures, shapes, and structures on 

your school grounds.  

 Use your school grounds as a hands-on opportunity for measurement and geometry. 

 Map your school grounds as they are or imagine new possibilities for the design of your school 

grounds. 

 Describe the sights, sounds, and smells found around your school yard in a narrative or poem. 

 Prepare students to observe carefully and make accurate recordings of what they are studying. 

 

Exploring the school grounds 

Education IN the environment 
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Eco-art 

Art can be used to demonstrate understanding of an environmental concept. Keep in mind that it is the 

message that makes it “eco,” not just the materials used, although natural or reused materials are  

always suggested. Eco-art can be used in examining an aspect of nature or an environmental issue, or 

can be incorporated into an environmental campaign. It can be a fun, interactive way for students to get  

excited about the environment while deepening their understanding of how nature works.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Consider outdoor art installations that engage the wider community.  

 If you are learning about an overwhelming issue like climate change, consider having students make 

an art piece that reflects their feelings on the subject. 

 Think about ways you could have students put a key concept like a life cycle into a dance or song?  

 Re-using materials? Consider whether the end product of the combined materials will create more or 

less waste than the original materials. Discuss the life cycle of the materials that you are using. 

 Contacting a politician about a local issue? Think about how you can use art (or perhaps video) to 

make your communication stand out among their masses of mail.  

Education FOR the environment 
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“A system is a set of interrelated elements that make a unified whole. Individual things—like plants, 

people, schools, watersheds, or economies—are themselves systems and at the same time cannot be 

fully understood apart from the larger systems in which they exist. Systems thinking is an essential part 

of schooling for sustainability. A systems approach helps young people understand the complexity of the 

world around them and encourages them to think in terms of relationships, connectedness, and 

context.” (From the web: Systems Thinking, Centre for Ecoliteracy)  

Implementation ideas 

 When thinking about systems concepts, consider the following: 1. What are the parts of the system? 

2. How does the system function as a whole? 3. How is the system itself part of a larger system?  

 Have students create dependency webs, consequence or concept maps. Check out scenario mapping, 

“Operating A Bakery Depends on the Sun and the Earth.” Go to the Ecological Literacy section in the 

Certification Toolkit to explore these tools for systems thinking.  

 Take students outside; have them find, record, and connect parts of a given system. 

 Have students take on the role of an element that is cycling through a system (e.g., water, carbon). 

 Investigate the life cycle of a popular electronic device or the journey of a common food item from 

farm to table. 

Systems thinking 

Education ABOUT the environment 

http://www.ecoliteracy.org/essays/systems-thinking
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/Dependency%20Webs.pdf
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/Consequence%20Mapping.pdf
http://www.tdsb.on.ca/wwwdocuments/programs/ecoschools/docs/Concept%20Mapping.pdf
http://response.restoration.noaa.gov/training-and-education/education-students-and-teachers/water-cycle-game.html
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Connect outdoor and classroom learning by creating a nature display area with items that relate to what 

your class has done outdoors. 

 

Implementation ideas  

 Take photos of your grounds throughout the year to track seasonal changes. 

 Create a touch table for objects that are related to your outdoor studies (e.g., physical objects from 

your explorations such as leaves, books that are related to your outdoor studies, tools for inquiry 

such as magnifying glasses and measuring tape). 

 Have students research, create, and maintain a temporary terrarium habitat for common school 

ground inhabitants (e.g., snails, beetles, worms). After achieving your learning goals (e.g., 

understanding habitat needs, studying animal behavior) release the animal(s) back to the original 

habitat. 

Bring the outdoors into the classroom 

Education ABOUT the environment 
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Promoting sustainable transportation  

Contributing to a healthy environment within and beyond the school 
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Promoting sustainable transportation 

Advocating for sustainable transportation is a great way to build an active school community. By learning 

about the benefits of sustainable transportation, how to walk or cycle safely, and the impacts of their 

choices, community members may be persuaded to choose modes of transportation that are healthier 

both for themselves and the planet. Making choices that reduce your impact on the environment 

demonstrates active citizenship. Walking, cycling, or taking public transportation can also increase 

students’ sense of independence. 

 

Implementation ideas 

 Classroom competition (e.g., a golden sneaker award) 

 Counting and celebrating walking the equivalent of many kilometres across Canada 

 Post anti-idling signage and posters to encourage sustainable transport 

 Host ABC (Anything But Car) days, Walking/Wheeling Wednesdays, a walk to school week, or 

participate in Bike to School Week 

 Campaigns with rewards (e.g., free hot chocolate if you turn off your engine, bike awards for most 

fashionable bike wear, most ancient bike, fastest bike, most decorated bike, etc.) 

 Giving out treats if students bike or take the TTC to school. Leave thank you notes on bikes.  

 Have a TTC Transfer raffle. If students bring in a transfer from that day they can write their name on 

it and enter it in a raffle.  

Contributing to a healthy environment within and beyond the school 

http://www.saferoutestoschool.ca/international-walk-school-daymonth
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Supporting cycling encourages a healthy and sustainable means of travelling to school. Besides 

promoting a skill that has long term benefits, it also promotes active living and gives students a sense of 

independence. 

 

Implementation ideas 

 Host a bike rodeo with workshops on cycling skills and safety. You might even include a nature bike 

tour if you have suitable bike paths near your school. 

 Include information on bike safety in displays or school newsletters. 

 Have bike racks available for staff and students to securely store their bikes. 

 Run a campaign with bike tags to track and reward cycling efforts. 

 Include parents in bike education campaigns about safe cycling practices to build their confidence in 

choosing this option. 

 

Cycling support 

Contributing to a healthy environment within and beyond the school 

http://www.bike.cornell.edu/pdfs/Bike_Rodeo_404.2.pdf
http://www.toronto.ca/cycling/safety/
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Going to a new school is often daunting for students. Visits to feeder schools is a wonderful way to ease 

this transition while developing the leadership skills of students from your school, building a support 

network with EcoTeams in the area, and highlighting your school’s eco-commitments to incoming 

students.  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Work with the graduating class (or older students) in the feeder school to build their leadership skills 

and encourage them to join the EcoTeam when they come to your school.  

 Work with your student leaders to create fun and engaging activities. Have them practice as a team 

to work out any kinks before introducing them at the feeder school.  

 Take collaborative action to care for the environment. For example, a high school could work with the 

local grade school to help mulch their trees and tend the garden. 

 Plan an environmental field trip. For example, planting trees or working on a community stewardship 

project together can be a great bonding experience. 

 Instead of visiting a feeder school, invite those students to come to you! This can be an exciting trip 

for younger students, giving them a chance to see where they will be going in a year or two. Consider 

inviting more than one feeder school to visit, allowing you to connect with more students while 

strengthening the support network among feeder schools.  

Visits to feeder schools 

Building community: sharing ideas, taking action 

http://www.toronto.ca/parks/engagement/volunteer.htm
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Encouraging connections between home and school involves the parents in school activities, builds the 

connection between parents and their children, and can unite the school and family in pursuing a shared 

goal. It’s also a great way to help transfer environmental best practices from school to home.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Get families involved in making environmental pledges! This can be done at a school community 

event. Taking pictures of families holding up their pledges is a great memento with a lasting message 

(see picture above). Alternatively, a pledge tree can be a powerful visual display of collective eco-

commitments. Individual pledges can be displayed on the leaves.  

 Challenge families to complete an ecological footprint quiz (for example Zerofootprint’s Youth 

Calculator) and then ask them to commit to one change that would reduce their footprint.  

 

School-home connections 

Building community: sharing ideas, taking action 

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=7&cad=rja&ved=0CFwQFjAG&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.oneworldweek.org%2Fv2%2Fuploads%2FLiving%2520for%2520one%2520world%2520Resources%2FLiving-for-One-World-pledges.doc&ei=3h3wUZ6_K4XWrQGbw4CAAQ&usg=A
http://calc.zerofootprint.net/youth/
http://calc.zerofootprint.net/youth/
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Host a school-wide/grade-wide afternoon or day focused on activities or lessons with environmental 

messages. This can be a fun initiative that engages students of all ages, builds community, and can be 

used as a catalyst to inspire additional classroom initiatives.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 For schools with older students, consider how you can build leadership roles into the day. For 

example have students develop and/or lead activities.  

 Partner with local NGOs to provide students with unique workshops.  

 Have students rotate through stations with short eco-activities (mapping school yard trees, 

recycling sort race, etc.).  

 Host a gallery walk where classes share their learning with the rest of the school through an 

activity, display, or presentation.  

 Reach out to community members to engage them in coordinating or running activities. 

 Build on the enthusiasm generated from your eco-day. Encourage activities that can generate 

follow-up discussions and lessons in the classroom. Classroom challenges are also an effective 

way to promote ongoing participation in eco-initiatives.   

 

Eco-day 

Building community: sharing ideas, taking action 
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Hosting community events provides an opportunity to share information about the school’s eco-goals and 

initiatives while building the connection between the school and the broader community.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Invite representatives from local environmental organizations to set up information booths. 

 Include games or activities to make it fun (think about how you will engage people from different age 

groups).  

 Celebrate the harvest in your school garden by hosting a Harvest Festival. Make it a low-waste event 

by asking participants to bring their own dishes. 

 Partner with other EcoSchools in your Family of Schools to share the responsibility and the fun. 

 Consider inviting local media to further build awareness of your cause. 

 Not ready to host your own event? Build awareness of your EcoSchools program by hosting a table at 

a local community event or local environment day.  

 

   
 

Large community events  

Building community: sharing ideas, taking action 
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Screening environmental films can help teams spread environmental messages in a variety of ways, 

whether it’s showing hard-hitting films that expose an issue, lighter films that use humour to educate, or 

animations that help us relate through taking different perspectives. Such events can be a great starting 

point to spark discussion and action.  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Host films at lunch hour to increase student awareness of environmental issues. 

 Invite the public and other schools to see environmental films as a way to build community and raise 

awareness.  

 Screen a HotDocs or Planet in Focus film during one of these annual Toronto film festivals  

 Sell popcorn or eco-treats as a fundraiser (offer a discount for reusable containers!). 

 Invite a local environmental organization to introduce the film or speak about local connections to the 

film’s theme. Use the event as an opportunity to promote positive action.  

Screening environmental films 

Building community: sharing ideas, taking action 

http://www.hotdocs.ca/youth
http://planetinfocus.org/youth-education/
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School fun fairs and community events are wonderful opportunities to bring the school community 

together, celebrate achievements, and/or fundraise. Adding an “eco” dimension to community events 

highlights how the school is environmentally conscious, reduces waste, can create stronger ties between 

the EcoTeam and parents, and provides opportunities to connect with local and global environmental 

groups. These measures can be taken at all school events, not just environmentally themed ones!  

 

Implementation ideas 

 Create waste stations that include organics and have volunteers on hand to ensure that waste 

goes in the right place.   

 Provide free tap water, reusable cups and/or reusable plates. Don’t have reusable plates? Ask 

people to bring their own reusable plates and cutlery to receive a discount on food!   

 Consider holding a one-bag-of-garbage challenge for your community event.  

 Reuse decorations from event to event.   

 Use a whiteboard or overhead projector to display the program for a school concerts rather than 

printing out individual programs. 

Community events—waste reduction 

Building community: sharing ideas, taking action 
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Involving the whole school community in caring for the grounds is an effective way to build school 

community.  

 

Implementation ideas  

 Host community garden/stewardship days to involve everyone. 

 Divide into groups to tackle different tasks: mulching, planting, weeding, etc. (check out Evergreen’s 

Hands for Nature: Volunteer Management Handbook for tips on how to manage volunteers). 

 Host a harvest garden party to celebrate the hard work of your team. 

 Take pictures of your event and include them in future promotion to highlight what a great time you 

all had!  

 

Community engagement event 

Building community: sharing ideas, taking action 

http://www.evergreen.ca/docs/res/Hands-For-Nature.pdf
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Over time, people often end up with things they’ve outgrown or no longer need that are still in good 

condition. Rather than having these items grow dusty on a shelf or end up in landfill, create an event that 

promotes their reuse. A community exchange provides opportunities to give unwanted items a new life, 

reduce waste, promote more sustainable consumer habits, and raise environmental awareness.   

 

Implementation ideas 

 During events such as a locker clean-out, set up a table where students can drop off unneeded but 

useful things (e.g., binders, pens, notebooks, clothing) to be “free-cycled” and swapped. 

 Hold a school swap for short term interest items such as books, CDs, toys, and video games. 

 Run a community event for parents to exchange outgrown clothing and sports equipment.  

 Create a permanent trading table or location in your school where school staff can share items of 

common interest, e.g., a book exchange table in the staff room.  

Community exchange 

Building community: sharing ideas, taking action 
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To facilitate positive environmental change, we need to support students in developing action projects 

that address issues they care about. These initiatives could evolve out of a classroom project or an action 

the EcoTeam launches and then engages the school body in. Encouraging projects where students can be 

agents of positive change builds their competence to handle future challenges. 

Implementation ideas 

 Follow the news or search environmental group websites to discover local or global environmental 

initiatives that might be of interest to your team. Individual classes may seek an initiative of interest 

that connects to a curricular topic. Encourage students to research their issue to understand other 

points of view and to propose possible solutions in addition to the problems that they see.  

 Issues may be local (e.g., a school wide bottled water ban, asking for separate bike lanes), Provincial 

(e.g., fighting for clean water by supporting the Great Lakes Protection Act), national (e.g., improving 

Canada’s chemical-use laws), and/or global (e.g., Toronto Zoo’s Phone Ape project).   

 Check whether a local organization is involved in your chosen issue. Perhaps you can join the effort. 

 Send letters, petitions and/or videos to councillors, Members of Parliament or corporate executives to 

advocate for change. At your school, approach the administration, school council, and greater 

community to build awareness and support for your proposed action. 

 

Student action projects 

Building character: looking outward 

http://lsf-lst.ca/en/projects/teacher-resources/professional-development/professional-development-workshops/youth-taking-action-teacher-workshop
http://www.insidethebottle.org/Home.html
http://environmentaldefence.ca/issues/safeguarding-canadas-water
http://environmentaldefence.ca/ask-canada-improve-toxic-chemical-regulation
http://www.torontozoo.com/conservation/PhoneApes.asp
http://app.toronto.ca/im/council/councillors.jsp


To all of the schools whose initiatives inspired the examples in this document. We 

are repeatedly amazed and truly appreciate all the work you do to inspire your 

school community and reduce our impact on the environment! 

Thank you... 

“You cannot get through a single day without having an impact on 

the world around you. What you do makes a difference, and you 

have to decide what kind of difference you want to make.” 

- Jane Goodall 
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Portfolio Requirements 

This how-to guide for the portfolio 

requirements outlines what each 

submission should include.  

Certification Guide 

Outlines all of the program basics 

including a program overview, 

steps to becoming certified, and 

how to assess your EcoReviews.   

Available for download at: 

EcoSchools DIY Guide 

Details the 5-Step Process for 

building your program, the 

certification process, and 

suggestions on how to prepare 

for your audit. 

Certification Toolkit 

Provides ‘one-stop-shopping’ with 

tools and tips for all areas of the 

program. 


